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Background

Student consultation is a central part of the ongoing relationship between the University and its student body. As a part of 

this, a series of consultation meetings and other forums were conducted in March and April 2020. Some of these were 

adapted in terms of process and media due to the COVID-19 outbreak.

The following is a full overview of the emerging themes from this consultation, covering the area of communication (tuition 

will be covered separately).

This feedback is based on the following:

• Online forums on communications

• Adobe Connect meetings on communications

• International student forum

• F2F Student consultations in Leeds, Glasgow and Birmingham, before the COVID-19 outbreak

• 53 students were involved in the F2F consultations, and at least 48 individuals can be identified within the online forums, 

including International – meaning over 100 students were involved in the process
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Tone and style of communications

The materials used in the consultation … Examples 1a / 1b
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Tone and style of communications

The materials used in the consultation … Examples 2a / 2b
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Tone and style of communications

Overall, the shorter examples were preferred by students. Their main preferences for these were due to a 
combination of the shortcomings of 1a/2a and perceived improvements in 1b/2b…

The relative negatives associated with 1a and 2a:

• 1a and 2a contained too much text to absorb (so were often skimmed) – seen as complex and intimidating

• 1a and 2a were also viewed as being overly long and visually off-putting

• The links were not hyperlinks, requiring them to copy and paste to retrieve them

• The information about the time taken to complete the survey was hidden too far down the page

• Most simply felt they did not need all the detail contained in 1a and 2a (at this stage)

• 2a in particular was felt to be too long for accessing via a mobile phone / on the go
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Extremely wordy

Too long, would 
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Too long and 

involved



Tone and style of communications

The shorter and more concise nature of 1b/2b made students feel they were more likely to respond positively

The relative positives in terms of 1b and 2b:

• A more informal, friendly and to the point style in 1b/2b – more appropriate in an adult to adult relationship

• 1b/2b felt more like a call to action (because it was informal) and it was easy to recognise this call to action

• As it was short, concise and better signposted students felt they would be more likely to respond

• 1b/2b were felt to be better for students where English is not their first language

• The tone of 1b in particular was “asking” rather than “telling” (the tone of 2b also seen as less demanding)

• 2b being shorter than 2a was more appropriate for a reminder communication

• Additional information was accessible via directly clicking links (if needed) 7
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Tone and style of communications

However, there were a small number of advocates (mostly in the online forums) of the more formal style contained 
in 1a and 2a … mostly because …

• It was familiar (how OU currently communicates)

• The tone itself (rather than the length) can be preferred by some, although ideally it could be shorter for them

• For a minority, 1a contained more information, which they wanted to know

• 1a/2a were recognised as being well-written, despite concerns over length
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AFTER / BEFORE 
NEXT MODULEON MODULE
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Communication timing – broad student preferences

BEFORE MODULE 
STARTS

Reminder to complete your 
registration on your module

Preparing for your study

Here are what disability services 
are available

Here are what library services are 
available

Notification of your tutor for 
upcoming module

Welcome to your module - have 
you completed orientation

OU Students Association welcome

Module feedback and NSS 
survey

Your module forum is now open

Welcome from course chair

Here are what careers services are 
available

Tutorial booking is now open

Careers forum is now open

Your examination details

Your examination timetable is 
ready to view

Are you intending to take a study 
break?

Next steps - choose your next 
module

How is your study going?

It is time to choose your next 
module

Well done on module progress -
claim a certificate

You have now completed 
reservation on module

You have now completed 
enrolment on module

Module payment confirmation

Final dates to register 
reminders

Your next assignment is 
due on …

Tutorial / event reminders

Examination reminders

Welcome to the first day of 
your module

Advice for your upcoming exam

Getting ready for your exam / 
EMA

Your course results are now 
available

Tutorial / event is cancelled

Request for study break 
received

Request to change 
qualification received

Request to change module 
received

Support available for re-sit / 
resubmission

Confirmation of assignment 
submission

Marked assignment available 
for collection

Your tutor has changed You haven't submitted ... Is 
everything OK?

TO BE COMMUNICATED IMMEDIATELY AS AND WHEN …

Based on exercises in both Online Comms forums and F2F workshops



Communication timing – before / on / after module

Responses to exercise on appropriate timings of communication: Before / On / After module
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0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

You have now completed reservation on your module *

You have now completed enrolment on your module *

Module payment confirmation *

Reminder to complete your registration on your module

Preparing for your study e.g. Study Skills

Here are what disability services are available to you

Your tutor for your upcoming module

Here are what Library services are available to you

Your module forum is now open

Welcome to your module - have you completed orientation yet?

OU Students Association welcome

Welcome from your Course Chair

Here are what Careers services are available to you

Final dates to register reminders *

Tutorial booking is now open

The Careers forum is now open

Your examination timetable is now ready to view

Your next assignment is due on… *

Your examination details (e.g. date, time, venue)

Tutorial/event reminders *

Examination reminders *

Welcome to the first day of your module *

Are you intending to take a Study Break?

Next steps - choose your next module

It is time to choose your next modules

Advice for your upcoming exam *

Getting ready for your exam/end of module assignment *

How is your study going?

Well done on your module progress you now have enough credits to claim a certificate!

Module feedback and NSS Survey

Your course results are now available *

Before Module Start On a module AM/BNM
Based on exercises in both Online Comms forums and F2F workshops – excludes factors that were deemed overwhelmingly to 

be “as and when required” - some factors were not included in online forum exercise (*) Bases weighted so each F2F mini-group 

represents an average of 5 students (as they were recorded as a group), and combined with sample from the online forums



Communication timing - detail

Detail of timings within Before / On / After module exercise - ALL

11Between 25% and 49%

50% or higher

Net BMS Net OM Net AM
2 months 

before 
start

4 weeks 
before 
start

1 week 
before 
start

Beginning 
of module

Middle of 
module

End of 
module

Week 
after 

module 
ends

2 weeks 
after end

1 month 
after end

You have now completed reservation on your module 100% 0% 0% 90% 10% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
You have now completed enrolment on your module 100% 0% 0% 82% 18% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Module payment confirmation 100% 0% 0% 89% 11% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Reminder to complete your registration on your module 97% 2% 1% 80% 17% 0% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%
Preparing for your study e.g. Study Skills 95% 5% 0% 58% 32% 6% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Here are what disability services are available to you 95% 4% 1% 72% 22% 2% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%
Your tutor for your upcoming module 88% 12% 0% 4% 74% 11% 11% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Here are what Library services are available to you 81% 19% 0% 45% 30% 7% 19% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Your module forum is now open 80% 20% 0% 2% 41% 36% 19% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Welcome to your module - have you completed orientation yet? 77% 23% 0% 8% 26% 42% 23% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
OU Students Association welcome 71% 28% 1% 21% 38% 13% 28% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0%
Welcome from your Course Chair 70% 30% 0% 16% 11% 43% 28% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Here are what Careers services are available to you 67% 29% 4% 37% 24% 7% 17% 10% 2% 2% 1% 0%
Final dates to register reminders 67% 22% 11% 67% 0% 0% 0% 0% 22% 0% 11% 0%
Tutorial booking is now open 65% 35% 0% 9% 15% 41% 34% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0%
The Careers forum is now open 46% 49% 5% 25% 12% 9% 14% 30% 4% 4% 1% 0%
Your examination timetable is now ready to view 31% 67% 2% 4% 2% 24% 39% 28% 1% 0% 1% 1%
Your next assignment is due on... 29% 71% 0% 0% 29% 0% 14% 57% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Your examination details (e.g. date, time, venue) 23% 77% 0% 4% 6% 13% 30% 40% 7% 0% 0% 0%
Tutorial/event reminders 11% 89% 0% 0% 0% 11% 22% 67% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Examination reminders 11% 89% 0% 0% 0% 11% 0% 56% 33% 0% 0% 0%
Welcome to the first day of your module 8% 92% 0% 0% 0% 8% 92% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Are you intending to take a Study Break? 3% 79% 18% 1% 1% 0% 4% 47% 29% 14% 1% 3%
Next steps - choose your next module 2% 76% 22% 2% 0% 0% 3% 49% 24% 10% 6% 6%
It is time to choose your next modules 2% 65% 33% 0% 2% 0% 1% 20% 43% 19% 7% 8%
Advice for your upcoming exam 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 33% 56% 11% 0% 0% 0%
Getting ready for your exam/end of module assignment 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 22% 67% 11% 0% 0% 0%
How is your study going? 0% 99% 1% 0% 0% 0% 2% 97% 0% 1% 0% 0%
Well done on your module progress you now have enough credits to claim a certificate! 0% 43% 57% 0% 0% 0% 5% 14% 25% 24% 14% 20%
Module feedback and NSS Survey 0% 25% 75% 0% 0% 0% 2% 8% 15% 49% 20% 5%
Your course results are now available 0% 10% 90% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 10% 40% 10% 40%

Based on exercises in both Online Comms forums and F2F workshops – excludes factors that were deemed overwhelmingly to 

be “as and when required” - some factors were not included in online forum exercise (*) Bases weighted so each F2F mini-group 

represents an average of 5 students (as they were recorded as a group), and combined with sample from the online forums



Mode of communications: in summary

Students identified some clear parameters regarding preferred channels of communication …

SMS EMAIL
ONLINE

(BULLETIN BOARD)
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• Primarily alerts and notifications

• Short calls to action

• Reminders and prompts

• Time sensitive (urgent) requests

• Anything important you need to refer to

• Allows easy retrieval of information

• Feedback and results

• Majority of tutor communication

• Generic information on wider OU 

events / organisations

Tutorial / event reminders

TMA due date reminders

Assignment ready reminders

Quick check ups on if all OK

Notification of course results

Individual  / specific 
disability information

Important confirmations, 
enrolment, module payment

Information on next steps / 
choices

Tutorial cancellations

Generic disability information

Timetable notifications

OUSA information

Reminders to complete 
registration

Results available notification

Generic careers informationTutor notifications in general

Change requests: module, 
qualification, study breaks

Broader OU news

Tutor contact details

Exam and assessment details

Tutorial times and messages

Individual / specific careers 
information

Based on data from Online Comms forum (fixed exercises) and outputs from F2F workshops 

(which used more freeform answering)

Generic library information



Mode of communications: the detail

Responses to exercises on appropriate modes of communication: Email / SMS / Online

SMS

EMAIL
ONLINE 

(BULLETIN BOARD)

You have now 
completed 
reservation 

on your 
module

You have now 
completed 

enrolment on 
your module

Your tutor for 
your 

upcoming 
module

How is your 
study going?

Well done on 
your module 
progress you 

now have 
credits to 

claim a 
certificate

Here are what 
Careers 

services are 
available to 

you

Your request 
to change 

qualification 
has been 
received

Your request 
to take a 

study break 
has been 
received

Support 
available for 
your re-sit or 
resubmission

Module 
feedback 
and NSS 
Survey

OU Students 
Association 

welcome

The Careers 
forum is now 

open

Next steps -
choose your 
next module

Welcome 
from your 

Course Chair

Getting 
ready for 

your 
exam/end 
of module 

assignment

Preparing for 
your study e.g. 

Study Skills

Are you 
intending to 
take a Study 

Break?

Advice for your 
upcoming exam

Here are what 
disability services are 

available to you

Here are what 
Library services are 

available to you

Your course 
results are now 

available

You haven't submitted 
your latest assignment. Is 

everything okay?

A tutorial/event you are 
booked on has been 

cancelled
Tutorial/event 

reminders

Module payment 
confirmation

Tutorial booking is 
now open

Welcome to your module -
have you completed 

orientation yet?Confirmation of your 
assignment 
submission

Your module forum 
is now open

Your request to change 
module has been 

received

Your examination 
timetable is now 

ready to view

It is time to choose 
your next module

Welcome to the 
first day of your 

module

Marked assignment 
available for collection

Final dates to register 
reminders

Your next 
assignment is 

due on...

Examination 
reminders

Your tutor has 
changed

Your examination 
details

Reminder to complete 
your registration on your 

module

13Based on data from Online Comms forum (fixed exercises) and outputs from F2F workshops 

(which used more freeform answering)



Mode of communications
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Responses to exercise on appropriate modes of communication: Email / SMS / Bulletin Board (part 1 of 2): 
Online exercises

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

You haven't submitted your latest assignment. Is everything okay?

A tutorial/event you are booked on has been cancelled

Tutorial/event reminders

Marked assignment available for collection

Final dates to register reminders

Your next assignment is due on...

Your course results are now available

Examination reminders

Your tutor has changed

Reminder to complete your registration on your module

Your examination details (e.g. date, time, venue)

Welcome to the first day of your module

Your examination timetable is now ready to view

It is time to choose your next modules

Your request to change module has been received

Your module forum is now open

Confirmation of your assignment submission

Welcome to your module - have you completed orientation yet?

Tutorial booking is now open

Module payment confirmation

NET: SMS NET: Email NET: Bulletin board

Based on data from Online Comms forum fixed exercises, excludes “Don’t Know” and “Not Applicable” – max. 

sample per factor = 47

Note: Students could select multiple channels for each factor



Mode of communications
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Responses to exercise on appropriate modes of communication: Email / SMS / Bulletin Board (part 2 of 2): 
Online exercises

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

You have now completed reservation on your module

You have now completed enrolment on your module

Your tutor for your upcoming module

How is your study going?

Well done on your module progress you now have credits to claim a certificate

Here are what Careers services are available to you

Your request to change qualification has been received

Your request to take a study break has been received

Support available for your resit or resubmission

Module feedback and NSS Survey

OU Students Association welcome

The Careers forum is now open

Next steps - choose your next module

Welcome from your Course Chair

Getting ready for your exam/end of module assignment

Preparing for your study e.g. Study Skills

Are you intending to take a Study Break?

Advice for your upcoming exam

Here are what disability services are available to you

Here are what Library services are available to you

NET: SMS NET: Email NET: Bulletin board

Based on data from Online Comms forum fixed exercises, excludes “Don’t Know” and “Not Applicable” – max. sample 

per factor = 47

Note: Students could select multiple channels for each factor



Mode of communications
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Detail of modes preferred and combinations of Email / SMS / Bulletin Board (part 1 of 2): Online exercises

Email only SMS only
Bulletin 

board only
SMS and 

email

SMS and 
bulletin 
board

SMS, 
Email and 
bulletin 
board

Email and 
bulletin 
board

NET: SMS NET: Email
NET: 

Bulletin

You haven't submitted your latest assignment. Is everything okay? 33% 14% 2% 33% 0% 12% 5% 60% 50% 19%

A tutorial/event you are booked on has been cancelled 30% 4% 2% 33% 0% 17% 13% 54% 61% 33%

Tutorial/event reminders 21% 11% 6% 28% 2% 13% 19% 53% 53% 40%

Marked assignment available for collection 43% 4% 2% 36% 0% 9% 6% 49% 57% 17%

Final dates to register reminders 27% 9% 11% 30% 0% 9% 14% 48% 50% 34%

Your next assignment is due on... 24% 11% 11% 18% 0% 18% 18% 47% 60% 47%

Your course results are now available 36% 9% 4% 21% 2% 13% 15% 45% 64% 34%

Examination reminders 36% 9% 4% 19% 0% 15% 17% 43% 68% 36%

Your tutor has changed 45% 9% 2% 21% 2% 11% 11% 43% 66% 26%

Reminder to complete your registration on your module 48% 7% 2% 23% 2% 9% 9% 41% 66% 23%

Your examination details (e.g. date, time, venue) 46% 0% 4% 17% 4% 17% 11% 39% 74% 37%

Welcome to the first day of your module 34% 9% 11% 9% 7% 14% 16% 39% 64% 48%

Your examination timetable is now ready to view 29% 0% 2% 13% 4% 18% 33% 36% 80% 58%

It is time to choose your next modules 33% 0% 9% 18% 2% 16% 22% 36% 71% 49%

Your request to change module has been received 65% 15% 0% 17% 0% 2% 0% 35% 67% 2%

Your module forum is now open 18% 5% 25% 14% 2% 14% 23% 34% 55% 64%

Confirmation of your assignment submission 67% 7% 0% 17% 2% 4% 2% 30% 74% 9%

Welcome to your module - have you completed orientation yet? 23% 2% 20% 11% 2% 14% 27% 30% 64% 64%

Tutorial booking is now open 43% 4% 6% 11% 4% 9% 23% 28% 74% 43%

Module payment confirmation 73% 5% 0% 16% 0% 7% 0% 27% 80% 7%

Based on data from Online Comms forum fixed exercises, excludes “Don’t Know” and “Not Applicable” – max. sample per 

factor = 47

Between 25% and 49%

50% or higher

Note: Students could select multiple channels for each factor



Mode of communications
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Detail of modes preferred and combinations of Email / SMS / Bulletin Board (part 2 of 2): Online exercises

Email only SMS only
Bulletin 

board only
SMS and 

email

SMS and 
bulletin 
board

SMS, Email 
and 

bulletin 
board

Email and 
bulletin 
board

NET: SMS NET: Email
NET: 

Bulletin

You have now completed reservation on your module 66% 7% 5% 12% 7% 0% 2% 27% 68% 15%

You have now completed enrolment on your module 68% 7% 2% 14% 2% 2% 5% 25% 75% 11%

Your tutor for your upcoming module 49% 2% 7% 16% 0% 7% 20% 24% 76% 33%

How is your study going? 37% 7% 23% 9% 0% 7% 16% 23% 60% 47%

Well done on your module progress you now have credits to claim a certificate 58% 7% 5% 12% 0% 5% 14% 23% 77% 23%

Here are what Careers services are available to you 28% 8% 38% 3% 3% 10% 13% 23% 50% 63%

Your request to change qualification has been received 78% 4% 0% 13% 0% 4% 0% 22% 82% 4%

Your request to take a study break has been received 74% 11% 2% 7% 0% 4% 2% 22% 80% 9%

Support available for your resit or resubmission 47% 5% 19% 5% 0% 12% 14% 21% 72% 44%

Module feedback and NSS Survey 37% 5% 19% 7% 2% 7% 23% 21% 67% 51%

OU Students Association welcome 19% 5% 40% 2% 7% 7% 21% 21% 47% 74%

The Careers forum is now open 13% 5% 56% 3% 3% 10% 10% 21% 33% 79%

Next steps - choose your next module 42% 7% 16% 9% 0% 4% 22% 20% 69% 42%

Welcome from your Course Chair 25% 5% 30% 5% 3% 8% 25% 20% 58% 65%

Getting ready for your exam/end of module assignment 23% 2% 26% 13% 0% 4% 32% 19% 60% 62%

Preparing for your study e.g. Study Skills 16% 2% 42% 5% 2% 9% 23% 19% 49% 77%

Are you intending to take a Study Break? 46% 3% 22% 8% 3% 3% 16% 16% 65% 43%

Advice for your upcoming exam 27% 2% 24% 7% 2% 4% 33% 16% 64% 64%

Here are what disability services are available to you 37% 0% 26% 0% 0% 9% 28% 9% 74% 63%

Here are what Library services are available to you 37% 0% 28% 2% 4% 2% 26% 9% 65% 61%

Based on data from Online Comms forum fixed exercises, excludes “Don’t Know” and “Not Applicable” – max. sample per 

factor = 47
Between 25% and 49%

50% or higher

Note: Students could select multiple channels for each factor



Length of communications
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The materials used in the consultation … Examples 1 & 2



Length of communications

Student preferences in terms of length varied, often depending on timing and some personal views …

The shorter tested communication (Example 2) was generally favoured because students preferred shorter 
communications than longer – the key contributors to this were …

• It was concise, clear, easy to read and used simpler language

• It looked more inviting and informal

• It provided a step-by-step guide to what would happen

• Reminders made some feel they were more supported and engaged with – countdowns can also help mental preparation

• Disabled students outlined more anxiety with a longer contact, which might be overwhelming (particularly early in relationship)

• Example 1 felt like information overload to many – shorter communications would be preferred as a module / course progresses
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It’s so much 

clearer

Re-enforces a welcome letter, highlights 

options, eases you into study

It breaks it down and 

provides a structure towards 

good study practices

To maintain focus and to ensure you don’t 

miss or forget to act

[OU] Emails in 

general are very 

bland



Length of communications

However, for some Example 1 was preferred, particularly when considering it as an initial contact

• It might be useful to have all the information in one place, so you could refer back to it at your leisure

• More anxious students would have time to digest and study its content

• The headlines can help make the communication more readable

• For some, repeated contact might get a little ‘pushy’

• There was some degree of repetition in Example 2’s communication

There is no clear indication of a preferred length – student feedback highlighted the need to potentially use both, depending 
on an individual style preference
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[You can] refer back to 

schedule pre module work

Bigger email is great to file for 

reference without filling an inbox with 

too many emails

Useful, works as 

a reminder

Not too intimidating as a 

new student

Good to have it all in one 

place, can go back to it 

when needed



Other general observations on communications

• A serious tone is felt to be commonplace in most communications from the OU … and not necessarily valued

• The more informal communications are felt to be more likely to be opened and acted upon – they provide greater 
engagement and understanding of student needs

• There are felt to be too many non-essential, generic emails to students from the OU … those related to specific study can 
be more valued

• Students are concerned about not subscribing to emails though, as they might miss something essential

• Communications between tutor and student needs to be more interactive from both sides

• Students recognise that between them they have very differing needs – and the OU should communicate accordingly –
perhaps with an ‘opt in’ or selection of communication modes and timings they choose

• Forums are also not uniformly believed to build on appropriate communications principles – they can be difficult to 
access, engage with, learn from – and should provide the option for anonymity

• Generally speaking, students feel there is already too much communication coming their way    
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Other suggested specific improvements in OU communications

The following are a series of other (generally smaller) suggestions …

• To introduce an SLA for responses from the OU and tutors

• Having the phone call as an NSS reminder has been known to prompt response

• Communication tends to be focused on each module, rather than the degree – it is viewed this could be wider

• Communications are viewed to be MK and Anglo-centric (Glasgow view) – no Scottish contact available outside of office 
hours

• Change of location for F2F tutorials should happen earlier than it does

• Introduction of “welcome back” emails after Christmas / Easter / Half term breaks to bring students back to a studying 
mindset

• Students expressed a desire to hear more about and from the Students Association

• Student support in the evenings should be maintained (where it exists) – removing this would be a backward step
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The comparison game – what if OU was an animal?

Students thought of a multitude of animals when 
they considered which the OU represents:
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The main descriptors used to explain their animal choices:

With Chameleon, Owl and Tiger the narrow leaders … Most commonly used: Adaptable, Different, Flexible



THANK YOU


